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4006.00
sq ft

A substantial and imposing detached Edwardian house, offering in excess of 4006 sq ft of internal living
accommodation located on the periphery of the coveted Mapesbury Conservation Area. The property offers
an ambitious purchaser the opportunity to reimagine an expansive family home in an excellent location.
This family home currently offers a compartmentalised internal arrangement, and retains a number of exquisite
original architectural features, including ceiling cornicing/decoration, dado railing and fireplaces. A
reconfiguration of the internal layout would result in a more pragmatic and open-plan arrangement that would
better utilise the available square footage.
To the left of the entrance hallway, there are two sizeable reception rooms, interconnected by French doors.
The rear reception room offers fabulous views over a large secluded garden. There is a third reception room to
the right of the entrance hallway, with a utility room just beyond this.

£2,850,000 Freehold

The rear comprises a kitchen/breakfast area that, like
the rear reception, has garden access/views. The
First Floor offers six sizeable bedrooms, all of which
are serviced by one bathroom and one shower room.
The Second Floor offers three further bedrooms and
one bathroom.
The property occupies a commanding position on
Willesden Lane, and is within walking distance of the
amenities of Willesden Green. A plethora of excellent
state and private schools are also within the vicinity.
Local transport links include Willesden Green
(Jubilee) and Brondesbury Park (Overground).
Early viewing is recommended to fully appreciate this
home.

• A substantial and imposing detached Edwardian house
• Offers 9 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms and 1 shower room
• Boasts 4000 sq ft of internal living accommodation
• Retains a number of original architectural decorative
features
• Requires renovation throughout
• Expansive and secluded rear garden
• Driveway for multiple vehicles
• Stunning entrance hallway and fireplaces
• Early viewing is recommended for those wanting to
undertake a project to renovate to their own taste and
style
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